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Teaching Tip #3

Classroom language

Classroom language for starting lessons

The students coming in

"Upper Intermediate 1? Yes, this is the right class. Come (on) in."

"Hi. Come in. Take a seat/ Sit anywhere you like/ Can you sit somewhere different from 
last week?/ "Can you sit near the front?"

"We're going to do pairwork, so you need to sit closer to each other" [gesture two hands 
pressing something together]

Greetings

"(Good) morning/ afternoon/ evening"/ "Hello/ Hi"

"Merry Christmas"/ “Happy Easter” / "Happy New Year"

Introductions

"My name is Mr/Mrs/Ms Kim. I'm your new English teacher/ I'm your English teacher this 
year/ this term/ today. (Can you ask me some questions, e.g. where I'm from and my 
free time?)"

"I'll just introduce myself first"

"I've got two lessons with you each week."

"I'm covering for your usual teacher (today/ this week). He/ she has a cold"

"Your last teacher told me you are the best class, so I hope that is true!"

"Can you all introduce yourselves to me?"

"Can you tell me and the rest of the class two or three things about the person sitting 
next to you?"

"Let's introduce ourselves, shall we?"

"This is my name at the top of the board, it's pronounced..."



Taking the register (= roll call)

"Who is absent today? / Who isn't here today?" [looking around class at/ for empty 
chairs whilst holding class list in hand or miming doing so]

"Oh, John's away. Does anyone know why? Is he ill?"/ "What's the matter with Stefano 
today? / What's wrong with Jim today?"/ "Where's Tony? He didn't look very well 
yesterday, so maybe he's sick./ In this weather, maybe he's gone to the beach." / "Does 
anyone know where Andrew is?/ Any idea why Andrew is absent?"

"So everyone is here except..." / "So, only two people away."

"Let's take the register."/ "Let's check to see who is here." / "Let's see if everyone is 
here"

"Is everybody here?"/ "Is anyone away?"/ "No one absent today?"

"So, Jane isn't back yet. Does anyone know when she'll be back/ what has happened to 
her?"

"Oh yes, Julia said he was going to miss this lesson, didn't she? Can any remember 
where she said she was going?"

Initial chitchat

"How are we all today?"/ "How are you (today)?" / "How are things?" / "How's life?"

"Did you have any trouble getting here? I heard there were problems on the Central 
Line"

"You all look freezing. Is it still snowing outside?/ How's the weather outside now?"

"(Did you have a) busy day at work?"

"I see we have a few new faces. Can you briefly introduce yourselves to the class?"

"Long time no see, Julietta. How was your holiday?/ Does anyone have any questions 
for Julietta about her holiday?"

"(Did you have a) good weekend? Did anyone do anything different/ interesting/ 
exciting?/ John, you said you were going to.... How was it?"

"Did you enjoy your holiday?"

"You (all) look tired/ hot/ cold"

"Is it hot/ cold/ humid/ snowing/ raining outside (at the moment)?" [mime rain or snow 
falling from sky, fanning yourself, or shivering]

"Are you (all) feeling better today?"

"(Have you )had a haircut?" [mime scissors with index and middle finger cutting hair]



"I was sorry to hear about..."

"Did you hear about...?"

"Are you looking forward to...?"

"I can hear quite a lot of sniffing/ sniffling. Is there a cold going round/ does everyone 
have a cold?"

Waiting to start

"I'm waiting for you to be quiet/ to settle down/ We won't start until everyone is quiet."

"Please stop talking and be quiet" / "(Can everyone please) settle down so we can start

"(Everyone be) quiet please!" [index finger in front of lips, or zip across lips with thumb 
and index finger]

"Okay, I'm glad you're excited, but let's calm down a little, shall we?"

"I'm still hearing some noise at the back"/ "What's going on back there?" [stretch your 
neck and/ or stand on toes and look in that direction]

"We have the same thing every week. What am I waiting for?... For you to be quiet,
that's right."

"There'll be plenty of time for speaking/ games once the class has started."

"... or would you prefer to start by checking your homework instead?"

Getting started/ getting down to business 

"So, let's get started, shall we?"

"Are you ready (to start/ to learn English)?"

"English time! (No more Russian!)" [point at poster or those words written on the board
if you have them]

"Is everybody ready to start?"

"I hope you are all ready for your English lesson."

"I think we can start now." / "Let's begin!"/ "Let's start!"/

"Now that everybody is here..."

"I was going to start the class by..., but it's too hot/ you all look too tired/ there aren't 
enough people/ the equipment isn't working. So, let's move straight onto..."

"Can anyone remember what we did last week/ in the last lesson/ this morning?



-

"Whose turn is it to choose the starting game/ song/ the language point for the ball 
game?"

Stating your aims

"Now I'd like you to continue asking and answering questions about your weekend/ your 
hobbies, but using the structure on the board/ but as a game"

"I'd like to start the lesson by revising what we did last lesson/ seeing how much you 
remember from last week"

"I'd like to start the lesson with a pop quiz/ a warmer/ some revision/ some pairwork 
speaking"

"The aims of today's lesson are.../ are at the top of the board"

"Today, we are going to..." / "The aim of this class is ( to ) ..."

"As I explained last week, today is the day for the final test/ presentations/ course 
feedback questionnaires"

"Today/ In this lesson/ This week we'll learn how to ... / we will study.../ we will practice 
... (from last week)"

"I know we don't usually start by checking the homework/ by doing a song, but we are 
going to move onto..."

Tests

"Today is the test, remember. So, I want you to come in without speaking and take out 
just one pencil and one eraser. No books and no pieces of paper. Got it? How many 
books are you allowed?... No, Sabrina, not a hundred. Yes, okay, a thousand, very 
funny. Seriously. How many books?... Yup, zero, none, nowt. When you've got your 
pencil and eraser out of your bag, put your bags at the back of the classroom. Ready? 
Quietly, come in one at a time."

"Any questions before the test starts?"

"Today's the test, but we'll do something else for 10 or 15 minutes to give other people 
a chance to get here"

Classroom language when using the board

Useful classroom language for teachers while using the board

When you are using the board is a critical time to make sure you use lots of interesting 
and relevant language, as the students are often passive while the teacher is writing on 
the board and the teacher has their back to the class and so can't make eye contact 
with the students to get their attention and check that they are understanding. The fact 
you are doing something and speaking about it also means that students can 
understand what you are saying from the context and so should learn the language you 
are using by watching and listening.



Useful vocabulary connected to the whiteboard or blackboard

(A box of/ a piece of) chalk

Board marker/ board pen

Permanent marker (= the kind you 
mustn't use on the board!)

Blu tack/ sellotape

Reflection

Chalk dust

Board eraser/ board rubber

To erase/ to rub off/ to wipe off/ clean 
the board

Pen cap 

Magnets

OHP (= overhead projector)

Projector

А/ one/ this/ that section/ part/ bit/ side

Top left corner/ bottom right corner (of 
the board)

The centre/ middle (of the board)

The top half/ bottom half (of the board)

The right hand side/ left hand side (of 
the board)

The right hand column/ left hand 
column/ middle column/ second column 
(from the left)

Leave something on/ up 

To run out 

To wash off 

Before you start writing

"Okay, I'll write the answers for exercise В on the board (as we check them)"

"Shout out any adjectives you can think of, and I'll write them on the board"

"I'm only going to write the words I think are difficult, so please ask me if you have any 
other questions"

Explaining what you are writing

"The red pen is the meaning of the tense, the part written in black is the name of the 
tense, and the blue part is the typical mistake/ [If you always use the same colour code] 
What does the red part (always) mean? And the black part? Good!"

"The right hand column is the object, the middle column is the verb, and the column on 
the left is the subject"

"This symbol means 'not equal' and this symbol means 'opposite'"

"'Adj' stands for adjective"

"This upside down 'e' letter is called 'schwa'. It's the last sound in 'computer'"

"The part of the sentence in brackets is optional"



"The part in capital letters/ italics is the part of the sentence that needs to be corrected" 

"The underlined part is the part that usually stays the same"

Eliciting things onto the board 

"What's the next word?"

"Can anyone give me an example sentence?"

"What's this sound? Where is it on the phonemic chart poster?"

While you are at the board

"While I'm cleaning the board/ writing this up, can someone/ everyone take out your 
books/ move the tables back/ pass out these worksheets?"

Checking

"Can everyone read that? What about the people at the back?"

"Is my writing big enough?"

"Don't be shy. I know my handwriting is awful, so tell me if you can't read anything"

"Is that colour okay?"

"Please tell me if the reflection on the board is a problem"

"Do you know what this word means?"

"Can I wipe that off now?"

"Has everyone finished copying it down?"

"Have you finished with this part? Can I erase just this section?"

Adding extra information

"Let me give you an extra example."

"I'll write the phonemic symbols on to help you"

"Let me mark every syllable as well as the main stress. That should help"

Asking students to copy things down

"Can you copy (just) the table into your notebooks?"

"You don't have to copy everything down, just whatever you really think is important"



"The parts I have underlined/ circled will probably be in the exam, so I suggest you write 
those bits down"

"No translations! Copy the English explanations and examples from the board!"

"There's no need to copy this down, it's all in your books. (We'll have a look at it later)" 

"I'll give you time to copy it all down later"

Referring to the board later

"We don't say 'He do', do we? Have a look at the examples on the board."

"You will probably have noticed that the answers to the first two questions are already 
on the board"

"The example sentences from earlier all refer to the pictures in your book. Match the 
pictures there with the sentences on the board"

"You can use the information on the board to fill in the table in your books/ to correct the 
sentences on the worksheet"

Dealing with people who can't see

"Can you see the board better when I turn this light off?"

"Do you think closing the blinds/ curtains might help?"

"Maybe if you sat nearer the front..."

"Is it better if I use a black pen instead of a red one?"

"Okay, I'll try to write bigger."

Drawing their attention to things you have written up when they weren't looking 

"The answers to that exercise are written up on the board mixed up to help you."

"I've written the rules of the game up on the board"

"This bit up here is the instructions for the listening task. Please do this, and not the task 
in your books"

"Here are some useful phrases you can use while you are playing the game"

Dealing with other problems 

"Whoops, (I) dropped my pen!"

"Oh dear, (I) didn't mean to erase that part!"



"Sorry, I've mixed up the two meanings of 'will'. This one is a prediction and this one is a 
spontaneous intention. Can you change that in your books?"

"I'll just check the spelling of that word in my dictionary."

"You're right! 1 always have problems spelling that word"

"I've lost the board rubber/ pen cap. Did anyone see where I put it?"

"There doesn't seem to be a board eraser. Does anyone have any tissue I can borrow?"

"Someone has used permanent marker on the board. Sorry about his, but we'll just 
have to use the right hand side for today"

The big list of classroom language for playing games

Useful vocabulary 

Roll a/ the dice 

Board (game)

Counter 

Team

Winner (= First place)

Second place (= Runner up)

The wooden spoon (= Last place)

(Flip/ Toss a) coin/ Heads or tails?

Paper scissors stone/ Rock paper 
scissors

(Move) clockwise/ anticlockwise (= 
counter clockwise)

Bonus question

Playing board games

Throw/ roll the dice (and move around
the board) Is it my turn? / Am I next?

You need one counter each (for It's your turn. / You're next
example, an eraser or a coin)

Whose turn is it? / Who's next?

Joker

Pass (to the next player)

Cheating

Minus one point/ Take away a point 

Clue/ Hint 

Shuffle/ Mix (up)

Deal (out)

(My/ Your/ His/ Her/ This team's) turn 

Points

Add up (the points)/ The total (score) 

Round one/ The first round



Place your counter on start/ the first 
square/ Choose a different counter each 
and place it on "START".

The player with the highest number 
goes first

Play rock, paper, scissors to see who 
goes first

If you land on this square go back three 
squares/ take a card/ do the thing that is 
written there/ do the challenge that your 
partners set you

Playing card games

Face down (on the table)/ So you can't 
see them

Face up/ So that you can see them

In a pack/ Two packs

Spread across the table/ floor

Deal out all the cards

Give (three/ four/ five/ an equal number 
of) cards to each player (and put the rest 
in a pack in the middle)

Shuffle (thoroughly)

Quizzes

You can only have one guess

If you guess wrongly play passes to the 
next team/ you lose one point

Do you need a hint/ a clue/ more time?

Twenty seconds to answer

Starting and setting up games

It's time for a game!

Let's play a game!

Take it in turns to throw the dice.

Move forward three squares.

If you throw a 6, have another go/ throw 
again

You need a board, a dice and a counter 
each. (Ask me nicely for those things)

What colour counter do you want/ would 
you like?

Take a card from the pack (when it is 
your turn/ if you can't go)

The person with the most/ least cards is 
the winner

Pick a card (from this pack)/ Take a card 
from the top of the pack

Take five cards, but don't look at them 
(yet)

You can look at the cards, but don't 
show your partner

(Is that your) final answer?

Choose one question

You have to agree on an answer in your 
team/ group

Tell me/ decide on your team names/ 
What are your team names?
Write your team names here/ Choose a 
team name from this list



Clearing space and getting into position

Clear your desks/ Put your books and 
pencils away/ Make some room on your 
desk

Get into pairs/ groups (of two/ three/ 
four)/ Find a partner/ Find two/ three/ 
four partners

This is group/ team A (and this is group/ 
team B)

You (two), work together

Make/ get into two/ three/ four groups/ 
teams

Getting the right bits and pieces

Take one (worksheet/ dice/ counter) and 
pass them back/ pass them along

One (photocopy/ piece of paper/ 
counter) each

One (dice/ playing board/ pack of cards) 
for each group

Choose something that you can use as 
a counter (for this game, for example a 
coin, eraser or pen lid)

Giving instructions

What do (you think) we do with a/ this 
dice/ coin/ ball/ spinner/ sticky ball/ box 
of Lego bricks?

Who would like to demonstrate the 
game (with me)?

Instruction checking guestions

How long do you have to play the 
game?

Who is the winner?

How do you win the game?

(Make/ get into) a boys' team and a girls' 
team

Make/ stand in a circle

Make two lines/ Stand in two lines (from 
here to here/ facing the board/ between 
here and here)

Turn (all the way) round (and face each 
other/ face the other way)

Face this way/ Face the board/ window/ 
teacher/ back of the room

Come to the front please/ Come up here

Pass (me/ your partner/ the next person) 
the ball

Ask me (nicely/ politely/ in English) for 
the pack of cards/ dice/ ball

Here you are! / Here you go!

Make sure there is/ are... in your set

Does anyone already know this game?

Play moves clockwise/ anticlockwise (= 
counter clockwise)

Can you/ Should you...? 

What are the rules? 

What is this for?



What does this mean?
(Are there/ Does anyone have) any 
(more) questions?

Getting started

Who'd like to start? / (Are there) any 
volunteers (to go first)?

Are you ready?

Making sure the game moves along 

It's your turn/ You're next/ You're up 

Whose turn is it? / Who's next?

Finishing games

(Go) back to your seats

That was fun, wasn't it? / Did you have 
fun?

Time's running out! / Only 10 seconds 
left. Ten, nine...

Hurry up!

Time's up/ Three, two, one, zero! /
Game over! / The game is over

(There will be) (just) one more question/ 
round

The big list of ending the lesson language

Time to stop

It's (almost) time to stop

(I'm afraid/ Sorry but) it's time to finish
(now)

We'll have to stop there 

We've run out of time

Ready, steady, go! / On your marks, get 
set, go! / Wait for it, wait for it, go!

Any (more) questions about how to 
play? No? Okay, start/ play the game!

Try (it) again

Are you (100%) sure? / (Is that your) 
final answer?

How many points did you get? / Add up 
your scores/ Count up your points/ cards

Stop there

The winner

The person who has most/ least points/ 
cards is the winner

This team is the winner!

It's a draw/ Everyone wins! / Everyone's 
a winner!
.. and the prize is...

The next class is waiting (outside/to 
come in)

You'll be late for your next class (if you 
don't stop now)

We'll have to finish this tomorrow/ in the 
next lesson

Look at the time/ What time is it now?



30 seconds to finish that activity. It's 
nearly time to go

That's all (we have time) for today 
Not time to stop.

There are still two minutes to go.

We still have a couple of minutes left.

The lesson doesn't finish till five past.

Your watch(es) must be fast.

We seem to have finished early.

We have an extra five minutes.

We still have time to/for.../ We have five 
minutes left to/for...

Clearing up

Close your books (and put them in your 
bags)

Pack your things away / You may pack 
away now

Homework

This is your homework for tonight

Copy tonight's homework from the board

Circle these exercises in your 
workbooks and do them tonight

(Let's check that you remember). What's 
the homework?

Do exercise 10 on page 23 for (your) 
homework

Finish this exercise/ Do the next 
exercise tonight, and we'll check it 
tomorrow

Next time

We'll finish this exercise next lesson.

Sit quietly until the bell goes. / 1 don't 
remember hearing a bell

Why are you packing your bags 
already?/ Did anyone tell you to pack 
your bags?

One more thing before you go

Wait a minute/ Hang on a moment/ Just 
hold on a moment/ Stay where you are 
for a moment/ Just a moment, please. / 
Just a sec/ Just a second/ Wait for it!

(Go) back to your places/ Where are you 
going?/ Where do you think you are 
going?

Juan, you have to stay five extra 
minutes (as I told you earlier/ because 
you...)

Tidy up (the classroom/ your desks) 
please / Put any rubbish in the bin

The first team to tidy up gets an extra 
point/ can leave first

Check your answers at the back of the 
book and ask me tomorrow if you have 
any questions

Learn this list of words (for homework/ 
by tomorrow/ tonight)

There is no homework tonight (but there 
will be tomorrow)

Don't forget your homework (this time)

Take a worksheet as you leave.

What do you have to do before the next 
lesson?



We've run out of time, so we'll continue 
next lesson.

We'll continue this chapter next Monday.

The next class starts at 5 o'clock

Please sit in the same teams in the next 
class/ We're going to continue with this 
tomorrow, so please sit together again

We'll do some more practice of this in 
the next class (because you found it a 
bit difficult)

Saying goodbye

Goodbye, everyone.

See you (again next Wednesday/ 
tomorrow/ later/ after the holiday/ after 
the break)

Have a good holiday./ Enjoy your 
vacation.

Leaving the room

Try not to make any noise as you leave/ 
No shouting/ No speaking in the corridor

Tomorrow's/ Next week's/ Thursday's 
lesson will be (about)...

Tomorrow/ Next week/ Thursday is a 
holiday, so I'll see you (all) on...

Is there a class tomorrow/ next week/ on 
Thursday?

We'll take fifteen minutes' break (so that 
means you have to be back at 11:23)

We're taking our break a bit late, so be 
back here by...

See you next week/ tomorrow/ on 
Wednesday/ next term/ after the holiday/ 
later

Let's sing the goodbye song (and wave 
goodbye)

Be quiet as you leave. Other classes are 
still working.
The winning team/ This table/ Girls can 
leave first.


